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Since the coming of Chinese drama, the alterations to localization of it have 
been the focus of drama research. However, it is the fact that Chinese drama still 
cannot cast off the “western label” in structure during the alterations to 
localization. Either from the Death of Opera Singer to Thunder Storm, or from 
under the Eave of Shanghai to Absolute Signal and Station, Shakespeare drama 
structure, western classical drama structure, Chekhovian drama structure and the 
absurd theatre structure are all indicated. In this thesis, starting from the history 
social context and the temper and hobbies of dramatist, the relations between 
Chinese drama and western drama structure are discovered through great deal of 
historical data, and the different expressional forms of Chinese drama impacted 
by western drama structure in different developing phases are discussed 
systemically. 
In introduction, the difference between Chinese drama and western drama 
in theory of drama structure is discussed, and the historical relations of Chinese 
drama between different types of western drama structure are also proposed. 
Chapter 2 to Chapter 4 analyze the characterizations of four different 
western drama structure respectively, namely, western classical drama structure, 
Shakespeare drama structure, Chekhovian drama structure and absurd theatre 
drama structure, and their respective influences to Chinese drama structure in 
various phases. The influences of western classical drama structure and 















dramatist, while those of Chekhovian drama structure and absurd theatre drama 
structure influenced Chinese drama structure in social consciousness. At last, 
combined samples such as Thunder Storm, the Death of Opera Singer, under the 
Eave of Shanghai, Absolute Signal and Station, the relationships between 
Chinese drama and western drama structure are analyzed. 
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